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of   cases   of   maternity   (mothers)   on   which   these   are   based

are   given   in   Table   VI.,   column   (ii),   pp.   197-8,   of   this

•Journal.

2.   Applicability   to   total   twins.   In   order   to   obtain   a

■definitive   idea   of   how   these   expressions   do   actually   repre-

sent  the   data,   the   values   of   the   two   parts   of   Ct   are   given

as   against   the   data.   In   making   the   comparisons,   however,

it   has   to   be   remembered   that   the   ages   are   merely   as   stated

by   the   mothers   (see   remarks   p.   191,   this   Journal).   The

actual   ages   probably   differ   slightly,   for   the   ages   are   not
given   exactly.

Between   the   ages   12   and   49   inclusive   there   were   809,126

mothers   (cases   of   maternity)   and   8,403   cases   of   twins,   viz.,

MM   2,792,   MF   2,989,   and   FF   2,622.   This   would   indicate

that   the   probable   number   of   uniovular   cases   was   2,792   +

2,622   —   2,989,   that   is   2,425.   The   calculated   sum   with   the

adopted   approximate   coefficient   0.00300,   was   2,427.3.

It   has   already   been   shown   (pp.   211-2   of   this   Journal)

that   this   ratio   is   the   same   for   each   age   during   the   child-

bearing   period.

Having   regard   to   the   number   of   cases,   the   rough   for-

mulae,  given   above,   are   seen   from   the   table   to   represent

closely   the   laws   enunciated   in   the   beginning   of   this   paper,
inasmuch   as   the   observed   and   calculated   results   differ   from

each   other   for   any   one   age,   never   more   than   —   32   and

+   30   (ages   38   and   40   respectively),   and   the   differences

'Of   the   sums   of   these   from   age   12   upwards   never   disagree

by   more   than   —   58   to   +   23   (ages   39   and   19   respectively).

The   paucity   of   the   numbers   of   cases   suggests   that   it   is

not   worth   while   attempting   at   present   to   furnish   formulae

•of   higher   numerical   precision.

The   results   thus   established   are:  —  (a)   three   twins   are

produced,   each   from   a   single   ovum,   in   every   thousand   cases
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Table   I.   Showing   calculated   and   observed   numbers   of   twins,   for
each   age   of   mother   from   13   to   49,   and   the   sums   of   their
differences.

Column   (iv)   is   the   sum   of   columns   (ii)   and   (iii)   cast   to   the
nearest   unit.   Column   (vi)   is   column   (v)   less   column   (iv).
Column   (vii)   is   the   algebraic   sums   of   the   figures   in   column   (vi).
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of   maternity,   whatever   the   age   of   the   mother;   and   (b)   two

ova   are   effectively   fertilised   (i.e.,   result   in   living   twins),

with   a   frequency   increasing   linearly   with   age   till,   say,   age

37,   l)ut   afterwards   diminishing   linearly   till,   say,   about   age

49   (or   the   end   of   the   child-bearing"   period).

3.   Applicahility   of   formulae   to   cases   of   two   males,   a

male   and   a   female,   and   two   females.   In   order   to   divide

the   calculated   number   of   twins   into   MM,   MF,   and   FF   cases,

it   is   necessary   to   know   how   the   masculinity   over   all   varies,

if   at   all,   with   the   age   of   the   mother,   and   how   the   mascu-

linity  in   uniovular   cases   compares   with   that   of   diovular

cases.

It   has   already   been   shown   in   this   Journal,   sections   8

and   9   of   former   paper,   p.   202,   that   the   changes   in   mascu-

linity  are   complex   and   irregular.   Its   general   trend   over

all   (m-f)/(m-f),   see   Table   IX.,   may   be   approximately

indicated   by   the   following   linear   equations^   viz:  —

Ages   17   to   30;   /   =  —0.0330   +   0.0074   {x   —   17).

Ages   30   to   38;   +0.0632   —   0.0104   (x   —  30).

Ages   38   to   46;   /   =   —  0.0200   +0.0046   (a^   —  38).

The   masculinity   over   all,   however,   is   0.02023,   and   is   thus

not   very   different   from   that   of   first-births,   and   of   all   births,

since   the   former   for   1921   to   1925   was   0.0278,   and   that   for

all   births   was   0.0250   (see   Table   IV.,   p.   195,   and   also

column   (viii.).   Table   VI.,   p.   197,   this   Journal).

While   it   will   not   be   possible   to   compute   exactly   the

MM,   MF,   and   FF   cases   for   each   age,   they   can   be   closely

approximated   on   the   assumption   that   the   masculinity

over   all,   was   for   each   age   A   =   0.02023,   and   that   the

masculinity   was   2A   =   0.04046   for   the   MM   and   FF

diovular   cases,   the   former   applying   to   the   uniovular

>cases   (see   p.   203   of   this   Journal).
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On   the   assumptions   indicated   we   obtain   from   columns

'(ii.)   and   (iii.)   in   the   preceding   Table,   the   numbers   of

MM,   MF,   and   FF   cases.    The   respective   results   are  :  —

JJ  ;        Uniovular   cases,   age   x,   ^U^   {I   +   X)   ^Ux   (1   +   X)
D   :        Diovular   cases,    age   .t,         (1   +   2X)   1Z)^(1   +   2A)
U+D   ;   Total   cases,         age   x.       MM   :          MF;   FF.

For   example   for   age   37   we   have   from   the   tabular   results,

68.1   and   289.7   in   Table   I.,   the   following  :—

The   masculinities   marked   *   are   for   the   MM   and   FF   cases

alone.   The   discrepancies   —  5,   +3   and   +6   are   not   large

considering   the   paucity   in   the   number   of   cases.

Table   II.   below   gives   the   calculated   results   for   each   age

to   the   nearest   whole   number,   and   also   the   observed   results,

for   the   MM,   MF,   and   FF   cases  ;   it   discloses,   therefore,   how

far   the   formulae,   which   are   general,   agree   with   the   data.

It   will   be   seen   that   it   establishes   the   fact   that   (c)   over   the

entire   child-bearing   period,   excepting,   perhaps,   say   the

first   three   or   four   commencing   and   closing   years   thereof,

the   uniovular   cases   for   each   year   of   age   are   equal   to   the

sum   of   the   cases   of   two   males   and   two   females,   less   the

cases   of   male   and   female.

The   measure   of   the   goodness   of   fit   of   the   formulae   as

representative   of   the   data   is   not   merely   the   closeness   of   the

MM,   MF,   and   FF   individual   results   for   each   age,   but   also

the   aggregate   of   such   results,   viz.,   the   sums   of   MM,   MF,

and   FF   up   to   each   age.   It   is   evident   from   the   table   giving

these   that   the   dictum   is   confirmed,   viz.,   that   the   number

of   diovular   cases   increases   sensibly   linearly   to   age   37,   and

diminishes   very   nearly   linearly   afterwards.   This   is   clearly

the   general   law.
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Table   11.   Showing   Calculated   and   Observed   Distribution   of
Twins,   Australia,   1920   to   1925,   for   each   age   and   their
sums   up   to   each   age.

Mother's   Ca.   Ob.   Ca.   Ob.   Ca.   Ob.     Ca.     Ob.     Ca.     Ob.     Ca.   Ob.
Sum   Sum   Sum   Sum   Sum   Sum

in   the   frequency   of   the   effective   fertilisation   of   two   ova,

is   not   apparent.     The   changes   in   the   frequency   of   mater-
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nity,   colHmn   (ii.),   PP-   197-8,   of   this   Journal,   throw   no

light   upon   it;   and   so   far   as   the   writer   is   aware,   there   are

no   other   related   statistical   progressions   which   give   any

indication   of   a   possible   cause.

4.   Limitations   of   the   formulae.   Obviously,   it   is   practi-
cally  certain   that   the   number   of   uniovular   cases   is   not

represented   by   0.00300C   at   the   very   beginning   and   end   of

the   child-bearing   period,   although   otherwise   it   is   sensibly

constant   throughout.   This   needs   investigation   with   a   much

larger   number   of   cases.   It   also   seems   probable   that   the

straight   lines,   representing   the   changes   of   frequency   with

age,   are   terminated   by   short   curves   concave   upwards,   and

also   that   the   two   lines   are   joined   by   a   curve   convex   up-

wards.  To   determine   whether   these   are   so   or   not,   also

requires   as   data   a   far   larger   number   of   cases.   So   far   as

I   am   aware,   the   necessary   data   are   not   yet   available.   It   is

to   be   hoped   in   future   the   ages   of   the   mothers   can   be   more

accurately   ascertained.   An   examination   of   the   data   will

show   that   the   numbers   attributed   to   certain   ages   should

probably   be   assigned   to   adjoining   ages.

Melbourne,   19th   November,   1927.

W— December  7,  1927.
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SOME   MECHANICAL   PROPERTIES   OF

AUSTRALIAN   GROWN   PINUS   INSIGNIS

(P.   RADIATA).

WITH   NOTES   ON   THE   WOOD   STRUCTURE.

By   M.   B.   Welch,   B.Sc,   A.I.C,   Technological   Museum.

(With   Plates   VII.-XI.   and   two   text   figures.)

•{Read  before   the   Royal   Society   of   Nezv   South  Wales,   Dec.   7  ,   1927.)

Pinus   insignis,   Douglas,   (or   more   correctly   P.   radiata,

Don,   although   the   former   name   has   come   into   almost   general

use),   is   popularly   regarded   as   a   timber   of   comparatively

little   value.   The   prejudice   is   apparently   due   to   the   fact

that   trees   grown   in   the   open   naturally   possess   numerous

lateral   branches   and   the   timber   is   therefore   knotty.   Apart

from   this,   however,   it   is   commonly   believed   in   Australia

that   the   wood   is   devoid   of   strength,   but   the   criticism

is   usually   from   those   who   have   not   had   the   opportunity

of   actually   testing   the   wood.   A   few   years   ago,   through

the   courtesy   of   the   Forestry   Commission   of   New   South

Wales,   arrangements   were   made   to   obtain   some   of   the

timber   from   Gosford   and   Sutton   Forest,   New   South   Wales,

from   Creswick,   Victoria,   and   from   Wirrabara   and   Mt.

Gambler,   South   Australia,   in   order   to   conduct   a   series
of   mechanical   tests.

Piiius   insignis   is   a   native   of   the   west   coast   of   California

and   Sargent^   states   that   the   distribution   is   only   along   a

narrow   belt   a   few   miles   wide   on   the   Californian   coast   from

Pescadero   to   the   shores   of   San   Simeon   Bay,   and   on   certain

islands   off   the   coast.     He   states   that   it   is   a   tree   80-100   ft.

I   Sargent,   C.   S.   Manual   of   trees   of   North   America.   London,
1905.
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